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ABSTRACT 
Two rational numbers r and r r are said to be similarly ordered if r = a/q, r t = d /q  I, gcd(a, q) = 
gcd(a 1, q~) = 1, and (a - at)(q - qt) ) O. We investigate the problem of similar ordering of chains of 
consecutive Farey fractions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Hardy, Littlewood and P61ya [7] defined a notion of similar ordering for pairs of 
rational numbers. Two rational numbers r and r r are said to be similarly ordered if 
r = a /q ,  r I = ar /q  ~, gcd(a, q) = gcd(a I, qt) = 1, and 
(a - a ' ) (q  - q ' )  >>. O. 
Let Q be a positive integer, let .TQ be the Farey sequence of order Q, that is, the 
set of rational numbers in (0, 1] in irreducible form with denominators ~< Q, and 
denote by N(Q)  the number of elements of ~Ca. For an exposition of the classical 
properties of Farey fractions, the reader is referred to [8, Chapter 3]. We arrange as 
usual the elements of ~Ca in increasing order, 
al  a2 aN(Q) 
Y I=- -<Y2 ~- -  < ' ' "  < YN(Q) - -  
q l  q2 qN(Q) 
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In [9], Mayer showed that first and second neighbors in any Farey series are 
similarly ordered. He further proved the similar ordering of third neighbors, with 
the exception of 2-4. Hardy subsequently suggested it might be true, in general, 
that kth neighbors are similarly ordered, with a finite number (depending on k) of 
exceptions. This was confirmed by Mayer in [10], where he proved the following 
result: 
Given a positive integer k, there exists a number Q(k) such that for any Q > 
Q(k), and any 1 ~ j < j '  <. N(Q)  with j '  - j <. k, the numbers a j /q j  and aj,/qj, 
are similarly ordered. 
Thus, as Q increases, more and more neighbors of each fraction yj from ~-Q are 
similarly ordered. In [5], Erd6s obtained the following striking improvement over 
Mayer's result, which, apart from the absolute constant C below that is not given 
explicitly, is essentially best possible: 
There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that, for any positive integer Q and 
any 1 <~ j < j '  <~ N(Q) for which C( j '  - j )  < Q, the fractions a j /q j  and aj,/qj,  
are similarly ordered. 
In the present paper we are concerned with this phenomenon. What we propose 
as a natural ine of investigation is the sign of a similar product, but involving a 
more general linear form. We first restate the above result of Erd6s in the following 
way. Let us consider the linear form in two variables L(X, Y) = X - Y. Then, 
there is an absolute constant C > 0 with the property that for any positive integer 
Q and any 1 <~ j, j '  <~ N(Q)  satisfying the inequality Clj '  - Jl < Q, one has 
L(aj,  aj , )L(qj ,  qj,) ~ O. We would like to understand whether this phenomenon 
continues to hold when L(X, Y) is replaced by a more general linear form 
L(X, Y) = AX + BY,  with integer coefficients A and B. Our goal in this paper 
is to prove such a result, which moreover is uniform in A and B in any range of the 
form IAI, IBI ~< D. 
Theorem 1. There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that, for any positive 
integers D, Q, any integer numbers A, B, with IAI, ]B[ <~ D, and any 1 <. j, j~ <. 
N (Q) satisfying the inequality C DZlj ' - j l  <~ Q, we have 
(Aaj + Baj , ) (Aqj  + Bqj,) >/O. 
The case D = 1 in Theorem 1 corresponds to the theorem of Erd6s above. It 
follows from the proof provided by Erd6s that in that case one may take C = 480. 
As we will see below, one may also take C = 480 in Theorem 1 above. We remark 
that in various ranges for D and Q the value of C may be considerably decreased. 
For instance, given an arbitrary real number C > 2 there is a Dc depending on C 
only, such that the statement from Theorem 1 above holds, with this given value 
of C, for any D > Dc and any Q large enough in terms of C and D. A natural 
problem that arises from our investigation would be to understand the influence of 
the Mayer-Erd6s phenomenon on the area-preserving map T on the Farey triangle 
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that was introduced in [3], whose iterates may be used to generate all the Farey 
sequences .TQ. The map T, in turn, is very useful in the study of the distribution 
of local spacings between Farey fractions and their connection to various questions 
related with billiards (see [1,2,4]). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let us fix positive integers Q, D/> 1. For any integer numbers A and B with I A], 
IB] ~< D, denote 
kQ,A, B = min[ ] j ' - J ] :  1 ~ j ,  j '  <. N(Q) ,  
(aaj  + Baj , ) (aq j  + Bqj,) < 0}. 
Here we put kQ,A,B = ~) if 
(Aaj  + Baj , ) (Aqj  + Bqj,)  >~ 0 
for all j and j ' .  Then we set 
KQ,D ~- min{kQ,A,B: A, B c Z, ]A], ]B] ~< D}. 
We need to show that KQ,D > Q/ (CD 2) for some absolute constant C > 0. Let us 
choose integers A, B, with [A[, [BI ~< D, for which kQ,A,B = KQ,D. Note that if we 
let 
A B 
A' -- B' -- 
gcd(A, B)' gcd(A, B)' 
then kQ,A,,B, = kQ,A,B, SO we may assume in what follows that A, B are relatively 
prime. Also, kQ,-A, -B = kQ,A,B, SO we may assume from now on that A > 0. Then 
B < 0, since otherwise one would obviously have 
(Aaj + Baj , ) (Aqj  -}- Bqj,) >/O, 
for all j ,  j ' ,  and KQ,D = kQ,A,B = o~:). Let us redenote B by -B ,  so that both A and 
B will be strictly positive, and 
Kg.,D = min{Ij' -- j l: 1 <~ j ,  j '  <<. N(Q) ,  
(Aaj - Baj , ) (Aqj  - Bqj,)  < 0}. 
We fix integers r and s, with 1 <<. r < s <~ N(Q) ,  for which 
KQ,O ..~ s -- r and (Aar - Bas)(Aqr - Bqs) < O. 
Since r < s, we have ar/qr < as/qs, thus, if we denote A = asqr -- arqs, then we 
will have A/> 1. I fAar  - Bas > 0, then Aqr - Bq~ < 0, and one easily sees that the 
last three inequalities can not hold simultaneously. Therefore we must have 
(2.1) Aar - Bas <~ -1 ,  
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and 
(2.2) Aqr - Bqs >/1. 
Consequently 
ABqras >~ ABqsar "4- Aar -4- Bqs -4- 1, 
and hence 
ar qs 
A> - -+- - .  
B A 
This further implies that 
(2.3) as ar ar 1 1 (1  q~) l q-yr - - - - ->- -+ /> + ~>- -  
qs qr Bqsqr ~qr D DQ 
On the other hand, 
(2.4) as ar _ a j - l  1 
qs qr . r+l ,,~j q j - I  q jq j -1  J= j=r+l 
Let us denote by j* the smallest element of  the set {r, r + I . . . . .  s} for which the 
equality 
(2.5) qj ,  = min{qj: r ~< j ~< s} 
holds, and let 
(2.6) S* = 
1 . 
r+l<~j<~s q jq j - I  
j#j*, j:#j*+ 1 
Then, since qj A- q j -1 > Q for any j ,  by the definition of  q j, and S* we see that 
as ar 2 
(2.7) - -  - - -  ~< S* + 
qs qr q j* max{q j , ,  Q - q j ,}  
Let now T/> 1 be a parameter, whose size will be determined later, and let us denote 
by rl . . . . .  r t those elements from the set {r, r + 1 . . . . .  s} for which 
O 
qrl , qr2 . . . . .  qrt <<- -" T 
We arrange the above numbers in increasing order, rl < r2 < ... < rt, say. Next, we 
distinguish several cases. 
I f  t = 0, then qr, qr+l . . . . .  qs > Q~ T, and using the equality (2.4) together with 
the inequalities 
1 2 2 
(2.8) - -  ~< < 
q jq j -1  (qj "-1- q j - l )  min{qj, q j - l}  Q min{qj, q j -1  }' 
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we find that 
(2.9) 
as_  ar ~< 2 ~.. 1 < --~2T 
qs qr -Q ~ min{qj, qj-1} ~,)~ (s 
?'). 
j=r+l 
By (2.3) and (2.9) it follows in this case that 
Q 
(2.10) KQ,D =s  - r  > 2TD" 
Let us assume now that t = 1. Then rl = j*, and from relations (2.6)-(2.8) we 
obtain 
(2.11) as_a_L <~ 2 + 2 ~ 1 
qs qr qj* max{qj,, Q - qj,} -Q " "  min{qj, qj-1} r+l<~j<.s 
jT~j*, js~j*+l 
2 2T(s - r -- 1) 
~< Q2 qj. max{qj*, Q - qj*} + 
Next, assume that t ~> 2. Let l 6 {1, 2 . . . . .  t} be such that 
(2.12) qr/= max qri. l~i<~t 
Then clearly one has 
(2.13) Z ---1 ) (1 - -~)  Z ~1" 
l<~i<~t qri l<~i<~t qri
i7~1 
We also have the inequalities 
(2.14) 
t-1 
as ar>/ar___L t ar___~lz(ari+ 1 ar i )  
qs qr qrt qrl i=1 \ qri+l qri 
l-1 t T T T 1 
z qri+lqri ~r i  qri-"+l Q -O qri = l<<.i<<.t  iT~l 
By (2.14) and (2.13) we find that 
a_z a_r >~ (1_  1"~ T 1 
qs qr ~, t ]  --Q Z - - '  l<~i<~t qri
which we rewrite as 
(2.15) 
( ) (  1 ) - la  2a(as ar) 1 <<. as ar 1 -  <<. . 
l<~i<~t qr--7 ~ qr -T T \qs  -~r 
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We know by (2.4) and (2.8) that 
(2.16) 
as_ar  <~ 2 ~ 1 
qs qr -Q min{qi~qj-1}" j=r+l 
On the right-hand side of the inequality (2.16) each term 1/min{qj, q j-1 } is strictly 
smaller than T~ Q, unless at least one of the indices j or j - 1 belongs to the set 
{rl . . . . .  rt}. We deduce that 
(2.17) ~--~ 1 ~ 1 (KQ,D- 2t)T 
j=r+lmin{qJ'qJ 1} <~2 - -+ != qri Q 
Combining (2.16), (2.17) and (2.15) we obtain 
a(as ar)~40(as ar) (KQ,D-2t)T 
(2.18) 2- ~ qr ~T--\qs ~ ÷ Q 
We will assume in what follows that the parameter T satisfies the inequality T > 8. 
By (2.18) we then have 
(2.19) ~- 1 -  ~<- -  
qr Q 
Using (2.3) and (2.19) we derive 
(2.20) 
By examining the inequalities (2.10), (2.20) and (2.11) we see that if we let T be 
a suitable constant the proof of the theorem is finished in cases t = 0 and t ~> 2. 
Moreover, in case t = 1 we are also done provided that q j, is not very small. To be 
precise, let T' ~> 1 be another parameter, and assume that q j, >/T'D. Recall that 
q j, <~ Q/T < 0/8. Then one will have 
2 2 2 
(2.21) 
qj, max{qj,, Q-q j ,}  qj,(Q -q j , )  <~ T'D(Q - Q/T) 
2T 
T'(T - 1)DQ 
Using (2.21) in (2.11), and then combining with (2.3), we find that 
2TKQ,o l  2T 1 ( 2T ) 
(2.22) Q2 ~ DQ T'(T - 1)DO -- DO 1 T'(T-- 1) ' 
By relation (2.22) we obtain that 
o(1 
(2.23) KQ.O >1 -~ 2-T T ' (T -  1) " 
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Lastly, let us assume that we are still in the case t = 1, and that q j ,  < T/D. We 
denote by u/v  and z /w the neighbors of the fraction a j , /q j ,  in the set of Farey 
fractions 5CQ, with 
U a j ,  Z 
V q j* tO 
The idea in this case is to employ the notion of index of a Farey fraction, introduced 
and investigated by Hall and Shiu [6]. If al /q ' < a'1/q" < a"~/q ~" are any three 
consecutive Farey fractions in .TO, then the ratio (q' + q"~)/q" is an integer, called 
the index of the Farey fraction a~/q ". The ratio (a ~ + a~")/a" is also equal to the 
index of the fraction a"/q".  The important thing in our application is that one has 
an exact formula for the index. To be precise, the index of the fraction a"/q t' equals 
the integer part of the number (q~ + Q) /q"  (see [6]). This formula allows one to 
compute the denominator f a Farey fraction in terms of the denominators of the 
previous two Farey fractions in UQ. Thus, if two consecutive Farey fractions d/q  I < 
a~/q" are given, one can find the next Farey fraction d" /q"  by first computing the 
index of att/q ", and then using this index together with the given numbers a~, q~, 
a" and q" in order to compute both a ~ and q".  By employing this procedure in 
our case we are able to find, in terms of a j*, q j , ,  z, and w, enough many right 
neighbors of z /w in 5t-Q, for our needs. Similarly, starting from u, v, a j , ,  and qj , ,  
we can recover enough many Farey fractions in YrQ situated to the left of u/v.  In 
this computation we take advantage of the fact that q j ,  is small compared to Q, 
which forces both v and w to be large. More precisely, they satisfy the inequalities 
Q >/v> Q-q j ,  > Q-  T 'D,  
and 
Q >/ w > Q-q j ,  > Q-  T 'D.  
By applying the procedure xplained above, one easily sees that the right neighbors 
ofz /w in 5Ca are, in increasing order, the reduced fractions 
(2.24) z - k' aj* k' = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
W -- Uqj* ' 
where this continues for as long as the sum of any two consecutive denominators 
w - (k' - 1)q j, and w - k 'qj ,  is strictly larger than Q, that is, for as long as one has 
2w - Q - 1 + q j ,
(2.25) k' ~< 
2q j ,  
Since w >/Q + 1 - q j , ,  the inequality (2.25) will hold if we restrict k' to the set 
(2.26) U=l ,2  . . . .  [ Q +-----~ll - 1. 
' [  2qj* I 
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Similarly, the left neighbors of  u/v  in UQ are, from right to left, the fractions 
(2.27) u-k"a j ,  k"= 1,2,.  I Q +---~1 ] - 1. 
v-k"q j , '  ""  L 2q j ,  J 
Recall that 
(2.28) ar <. a j ,  <~ as 
qr q j* qs 
I f  the fraction ar/qr does not coincide with a j ,  ~q j* and if it does not coincide with 
any of  the fractions from (2.27), then all these fractions will lie inside the interval 
(a~/@, a,./q~.], and one will have 
 o°=s-r rQ+'qL 2q,----Tj 
Hence we are done in this case. Similarly, if as/q.~ does not coincide with a j ,  ~q j* 
and if it does not coincide with any of  the fractions from (2.24), then all these 
fractions will lie between ar/qr and as/qs, and we again arrive at (2.29). 
Let us assume now that there are integer numbers k I and k ' ,  with 0 ~< k', k" ~< 
[Q + 1/(2qj , ) ]  - 1, for which 
as z - Ua j ,  
qs w - ktq j ,  ' 
and 
ar u -k~ta j  * 
qr v -Utq j  *" 
Then one has the equalities 
(2.30) as = z - k 'a j ,  , 
and 
qs=w-ktq j * ,  
(2.31) ar = u - kltaj , ,  qr = v - kllqj*. 
Also, in this case we have 
(2.32) KQ,D = s - r = k t + k It + 2. 
We now distinguish three cases: A = B, A < B, and A > B. 
In the first case, the equality A = B implies A = 1 and B = 1, since A and B 
were chosen positive and relatively prime. Then KQ,D ~ Q/C ,  for some absolute 
constant C, by the theorem of  Erd6s [5]. 
Next, let us assume that A < B. In this case we employ the equalities (2.30) and 
(2.31) in (2.2), in order to derive the inequalities 
(2.33) AQ > Aqr - 1 >~ Bqs >~ (A + 1)qs = (A + 1)(w - k'qj*).  
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Let us recall that w > Q - q j ,  and q j* < TI D. Therefore we have the inequalities 
w - k'qj ,  > Q - (k' + 1)q j, > Q - (k' + 1)T'D, 
and from (2.33) we obtain 
(2.34) AQ > (A + 1)(Q - (k '+  1)T'D). 
By combining the equality (2.32) with the inequality (2.34) and the fact that A + 1 ~< 
B ~< D, we deduce that 
a a 
(2.35) KQ,D > k' + 1 > (A + 1)T'D >>" T 'D  - - - -2"  
Let us recall that aj,  <~ q j , .  This makes the argument for q's to also work for a's. 
Treating the case A > B as above, with (2.1) employed instead of (2.2), one obtains 
an inequality similar to (2.35), Lastly, one arrives at a similar conclusion in the case 
when one of the fractions ar/qr or as/qs coincides with a j , /q j , .  Then, by taking all 
the above cases into account, one concludes that, for a suitable choice of absolute 
constants T and T t, one has 
a 
KQ,D > CD 2, 
for an absolute constant C appropriately chosen in terms of T and T'. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Concerning the remarks made in the introduction following the statement of 
Theorem 1 about admissible values of C, we briefly explain how one can proceed 
to derive those results. For the first remark, take T = 16 and T' = 3 in the above 
proof. Then, in case t = 0 we get by (2.10) that KQ,D > Q/(32D) ,  in case t/> 2 
relation (2.20) gives KQ, D >/ Q/(64D),  and in case t = 1 and q j ,  >/T 'D = 3D we 
find by (2.23) that KQ,D >/ Q/D(1 /32  - 1/45) > Q/( l l lD ) .  Therefore by letting 
C ~> 111 we are done in all the above cases, regardless of the exact value of D. In 
the remaining cases we either have (2.29), or, if not, then recall we distinguished 
three cases. Two of them are similar, and give, as in (2.35), KQ,D >/ Q/ (T tD  2) = 
Q/(3D2),  and the remaining case reduced to the theorem of Erdrs, where one can 
take C = 480. In conclusion Theorem 1 holds with C = 480. 
Concerning the other remark made in the introduction, suppose one starts with 
a constant C > 2. We then choose T and T t depending on C only. We first fix T', 
with 2 < T t < C, so that we are done in case (2.35) is applicable. In order to deal 
with the constraint coming from relation (2.23), we fix T, large enough, so that 
1/(2T) - 1/ (T ' (T  - 1)) > 0. Then the right-hand side of each of(2.10), (2.20), and 
(2.23) will be larger than Q/D times a small strictly positive constant depending 
on C. Clearly this will be larger than Q/(CD 2) provided D > Dc for some Dc 
depending on C only, as stated in the remark. 
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